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Corporate Author: GENERAL MILLS CHEMICALS INC MINNEAPOLIS MINN*

Unclassified Title: (U) The shatter resistant composite bottle.

Personal Author(s): Pratt, C E

Report Date: Sep 1974

Media Count: 1 Page(s)

Report Classification: Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s): 01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract: (U) A sizeable opportunity exists for shatter-resistant plastic coatings for glass carbonated beverage containers. Powder coating techniques offer a logical method of application for these coatings. The physical properties needed are high tensile strength, high elongation, and a low modulus of elasticity. Materials being used commercially or being extensively tested are thermoplastic powders with a high degree of toughness. (Author-PL)

Abstract Classification: Unclassified
Abstract:
(U) Energy distributions have been determined for atoms sputtered from polycrystalline targets for twenty-three different target materials. Ejection energies are found to depend strongly on the mass of the target atom. Most probable and average ejection energies plotted as a function of the atomic number of the target material show a periodicity in that within each period these energies tend to decrease with increased filling of the d-shell. Average ejection energies range from 6.8 eV for Be to 45 eV for U. Average ejection velocities group mostly around 600,000 cm/sec and range from a high of 1,100,000 cm/sec for Be to a low of 390,000 cm/sec for Ag. (Author)
(U) The stratospheric temperature and zonal wind fields along 80 degrees W in the northern hemisphere are analyzed and compared for the years 1957, 1958, and 1959. Meridional patterns of heating and cooling are discussed in terms of the recurrent quasi-biennial, annual, and semi-annual temperature cycles as well as sporadic sudden warmings. Changes in the speed and direction of the zonal winds are described in terms of variations of the large-scale meridional temperature gradients. The wind and temperature fields of the stratosphere generally correspond except wherever there is a temperature gradient reversal between the troposphere and stratosphere. In these cases, the direction of the winds of the lower stratosphere correspond to the tropospheric temperature gradient, although their change in speed with height is according to the thermal gradient in the stratosphere. (Author)
Unclassified Title:
(U) TROPICAL UPPER AIR STUDIES. PART I. PERSISTENCE OF THE DAILY STRATOSPHERIC WINDS IN THE TROPICS. PART II. LONG-PERIOD WIND FLUCTUATIONS IN THE TROPICS.

Descriptive Note:
Final rept. for 30 Mar 62-30 Mar 64,

Personal Author(s):
Belmont, A D
Shen, W C
Dartt, D G

Report Date:
01 Apr 1964

Media Count:
133 Page(s)

Report Number(s):
2562

Contract Number:
DA36 039SC89211

Report Classification:
Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s):
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract:
(U) The persistence of tropical 50 mb daily wind direction and speed along with the daily zonal component was computed to determine the interval over which a wind observation may be regarded as 'independent'. Monthly means of the zonal component were determined using only 'independent observations' and then compared to monthly means based on all available data. Long period fluctuations of the stratospheric zonal winds in the tropics were examined to describe variations in the observed monthly mean patterns. The quasi-biennial and annual fluctuations account for practically all the observed wind variability; the meridional and vertical variation of the amplitudes as well as the difference in phase propagation downward of each of these two components cause the complex interference patterns that are observed with time at various subtropical and tropical stations. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
(U) This report, the second of a series, presents the numerical methods used and the results of the computation of the shapes of axi-symmetric free balloons. Flat-top balloons, re-entrant top balloons and double balloons, all with zero circumferential stress and zero superpressure at the bottom apex, are considered.
Meridional film loads are presented. An extensive Sigma Table suitable for balloon design is included for the flat-top balloon with sigma = 0(0.05) 1.0.

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified

Technical Reports Collection
Citation Format: FOIA(U2)

Accession Number:
AD0424612

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MINN

Unclassified Title:
(U) SPUTTERING YIELDS.

Descriptive Note:
Annual rept., 1 Nov 62-31 Oct 63,

Personal Author(s):
Stuart, R V
Wehner, G K

Report Date:
15 Nov 1963

Media Count:
54 Page(s)

Report Number(s):
2480

Contract Number:
Nonr158915

Report Classification:
Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s):
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract:
(U) Energy distributions have been determined for atoms sputtered from Cu (100), (110), and (111) surfaces as well as polycrystalline surfaces of about ten different target materials under Hg and noble-gas ion bombardment in the range 80 to 1200 EV. Energies of sputtered atoms are found to depend markedly on the angle of ejection and the mass of the incident ion. The most probable energy (the energy at which the maximum occurs) is nearly independent of bombarding-ion energy down to about 100 EV. At increasing bombarding-ion energy the high energy tail in the energy distribution becomes more pronounced and causes the average energy to increase. Finally, an asymptotic value is reached at about 1000 EV bombarding-ion energy. For Au-Ar the energy distribution at 1200-EV bombarding-ion energy is fairly similar to that at 43 KEV (from Thompson's data) with the average energies of 18.5 and 20.5 EV respectively. (Author)
Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
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Citation Format: FOIA(U2)

Accession Number:
AD0422097

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MINN

Unclassified Title:
(U) SELECTION OF APPARATUS FOR A RE-ENTRY SAMPLING EXPERIMENT,

Personal Author(s):
McFarland, A R
Wood, R C

Report Date:
Oct 1963

Media Count:
118 Page(s)

Report Number(s):
2407
RTD-TDR63 3043

Contract Number:
AF29 601 5371

Monitor Series:
TDR63 3043

Report Classification:
Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s):
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract:
(U) A general survey of apparatus used on aircraft, balloons and rockets to sample particulate matter in the stratosphere has been performed. The various approaches have been evaluated with respect to possible use in a re-entry burnup experiment to sample a non-radioactive tracer element. Results indicate that no existing collector can, at this time, be definitely identified as suitable for the experiment. For sampling at altitudes below 70,000 feet, the existing sampler considered most nearly suitable is the aircraft (U-2) hatch filter sampler. With respect to sampling altitudes above 70,000 feet, the AEC balloon-borne, ejector-powered, filter and impactor collectors offer the most promise. No samplers presently in use offer the degree of protection from contamination needed in the re-entry experiment. Ways of shielding and cleaning samplers have been investigated. Sampler decontamination studies show that particles impacted at high velocities on metal
surfaces are not easily removed by conventional cleaning methods. An alternative approach using strippable plastic films to seal contamination in appears feasible. A ram-air operated, two-stage isokinetic impactor probe is described. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified

Technical Reports Collection
Citation Format: FOIA(U2)

Accession Number:
AD0419972

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MN

Unclassified Title:
(U) SECOND FLIGHT AT NEEPAWA, MANITOBA.

Personal Author(s):
O'Malley, T

Report Date:
19 Sep 1963

Media Count:
3 Page(s)

Report Number(s):
2620N

Contract Number:
Nonr158925

Report Classification:
Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s):
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract:
(U) Presented is the results of the second flight for Dr. Carl Fichtel of the Emulsion Section of Goddard Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Dr. Fichtel's objective was to gather data concerning the sources of gamma radiation in space. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified

Technical Reports Collection
Citation Format: FOIA(U2)

Accession Number:
DETERMINATION OF THE SHAPE OF A FREE BALLOON. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

Abstract:
(U) A survey is presented of the literature on thin, flexible, pressure vessels. Equations for the stresses in an axi-symmetric balloon are determined. The equations are then rearranged to be most suitable for computation of shape. Derivation of the balloon design parameter sigma is presented.

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
Abstract:
(U) A unique ion beam sputter cleaning apparatus has been developed to operate in a high vacuum system. This apparatus, known as a unoplasmatron, creates positive ions from various gases and focuses them into a beam of controlled density and energy. Bombarding ion currents of 80 microamps have been attained. Experiments have shown that this current is sufficient to produce large, smooth, brightly-etched surfaces on copper specimens in less than 1 hour. A contact potential device has also been developed to study the surface energy of single-crystal metals in a vacuum. This device utilizes the vibrating condenser technique. Contact potential measurements of polycrystalline copper in this
laboratory compare favorably with measurements reported in the literature. The changing contact potential of a clean titanium surface exposed to air has been measured. The contact potential varied from about 230 to 330 mhe the accuracy of these measurements is believed to be about =5 mv.

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
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Citation Format: FOIA(U2)

Accession Number:
AD0600321

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MINN

Unclassified Title:
(U) ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES IN COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS.

Descriptive Note:
Final rept.,

Personal Author(s):
Mueller, R K

Report Date:
28 Jun 1963

Media Count:
21 Page(s)

Contract Number:
AF49 638 628

Report Classification:
Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s):
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract:
(U) The principal effort was directed toward the preparation of low-angle grain boundaries in indium antimonide (InSb) and the study of their electrical and galvanomagnetic properties with the ultimate objective of relating these properties to the structure of the boundary. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
Three additional time sections of the monthly mean upper air winds were prepared for Leopold ville, Eniwetock, and Johnson Island. These graphs confirm the irregularity of the observed zonal wind directions in the tropical stratosphere, and show the complex relationship of the stratospheric to high tropical westerlies.
This is a fundamental study of factors affecting the flow and dispensability of finely divided organic powders. Most of the investigations pertain to three base powders: saccharin, Carbowax 6000, and Span 60. These powders were chosen to represent crystalline, waxy, and gummy types of powders, respectively. Late in the program, a fourth powder (egg albumin) was added to the list of powders to be investigated. The preparation of powders including grinding, deagglomeration, blending, coating with surface active agents, etc. is discussed. The various tests for measuring physical properties of powders including particle size distribution, shear strength, bulk tensile strength, bulk density, dynamic angle of repose, dispensability, and electrostatic charge are described. The major studies are: (1) bulk tensile strength tests, (2) effects of humidity on powder properties, (3) effects of antiagglomerant agents on powder properties, (4) mechanism by which Cab O-Sil functions, (5) effects of surface active agents on powder properties, (6) effects of adsorbed foreign vapors on powder properties, (7) effects of removal of adsorbed gases and vapors, (8) energy required to disperse a powder sample, (9) properties of compacted powders, and (10) egg albumin studies.
Abstract:
(U) This report includes: SPUTTERING YIELDS FOR LOW ENERGY He+-, AND X3+ION BOMBARDMENT, by D. Rosenberg and G. K. Wehner. 2 Nov 61, (Reprint from Jnl. of Applied Physics 33:18421845, May 62) Sputtering yield measurements for various metals under noble gas ion bombardment in the energy range 50 to 600 ev were essentially completed. Results for metals, including some rare earths, under He(+)-, Ne(+)-, Ar(+)-, Kr(+)-, Xe(+)-, and Hg(+)- ion bombardment are presented in over 200 yield curves. The spectroscopic technique for measuring sputtering threshold energies is described in an enclosed reprint entitled 'Sputtering Yields at Very Low Ion Energies' published in the Journal of Applied Physics. This technique has now been applied to the measurement of the velocity distribution of sputtered atoms by pulsing a target and measuring the transit time of sputtered atoms to an observation point a known distance away from the target. Velocity distributions of atoms sputtered from polycrystalline and single crystal Cu targets are presented. Average velocities are in the range 3 to 10 ev, in good agreement with previous measurements and higher than atoms thermally evaporated. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
Abstract:
(U) Considerable stratospheric upper-air data have been gathered and summarizing programs have been prepared for their computer analysis. The 26-month and 12-month cycles of tropical winds have been examined for Balboa, San Juan, Canton and Kwajalein. Harmonic and spectral analyses of 50-mb data show the relative importance of these and other periods and how they vary with
latitude. Time sections of the zonal wind component were prepared for the same four stations. These show the variation of the observed waves with height, time and station. The consolidated long-term annual mean wave at stations about 10 degrees from the equator was found to be somewhat sinusoidal but waves for individual years were usually far from sinusoidal. At stations near the equator where the biennial cycle of 21 to 28 months is most pronounced, the shape of the annual wave could not be determined with the length of record available due to the very strong influence of the biennial cycle. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Distribution Statement:
Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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Accession Number:
AD0650683

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC ST PAUL MINN ELECTRONICS DIV

Unclassified Title:
(U) OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND PARTS HANDBOOK FOR AFCRL IMPACTOR PROBE (WB-50),

Personal Author(s):
Hagberg, Calvin A

Report Date:
25 May 1962

Media Count:
47 Page(s)

Report Number(s):
GMI-2278

Contract Number:
AF 19(604)-8843

Report Classification:
Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s):
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract:
(U) The handbook contains the information necessary to operate and maintain the AFCRL impactor probe as installed in the WB-50 weather reconnaissance aircraft.

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified

Technical Reports Collection

Citation Format: FOIA(U2)

Accession Number:
AD0278203

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MINN
Abstract:
(U) The electron mirror microscope was used to observe monolayers of long chain, polar organic compounds deposited on smooth metallic substrates. A 24.4 angstroms step from the uncovered substrate to a compact monolayer of barium stearate was readily detected as were wear tracks created by normal loads as small as 10 mg. Thin surface films on Ti were results surfaces: clean Ti, oxide coated Ti, and Ti coated with monolayers of polar organic compounds. Sputter cleaned Ti samples exhibited friction coefficients in high vacuum of 2.0 independent of load. A load effect was observed when thermal oxide layers were applied to Ti, the friction coefficient studied with light load friction experiments in a vacuum. Samples were prepared by mechanical polishing followed by sputter cleaning. Experiments were conducted with three surfaces: clean Ti, oxide coated Ti, and Ti coated with monolayers of polar organic compounds. Sputter cleaned Ti samples exhibited friction coefficients in high vacuum of 2.0 independent of load. A load effect was observed when thermal oxide layers were applied to Ti, the friction coefficient being higher at light loads than at heavier loads. As the oxide thickness increased, heavier loads were required to form a wear track visible by optical microscopy. Friction vapor pressure to a minimum value at 200-300 microns Hg. The coefficient was independent of load in the 200-400 mg range. (Author)
The feasibility of a one-can, delayed action foaming system was successfully demonstrated. A literary search revealed that polyisocyanates may react with organic isocyanates to produce heat-sensitive adducts. These adducts yield the original isocyanate and the blocking agent when heated. About 12 blocking agents were tested by preparing monomeric isocyanate adducts. p-Nonylphenol, diethyl malonate, ethyl acetoacetate, and tert-butyl alcohol were the most attractive for use as blocking agents in delayed-action foaming systems. Two stable, one-can, delayed-action systems were developed. A rigid, delayed-action system utilized tert-butyl alcohol as a blocking agent. A partially blocked, quasi-prepolymer - containing boric acid as an auxiliary blowing agent, a foam stabilizer, and a catalyst - was table at room temperature. Heated above 170°C, it produced a rigid foam. A flexible, delayed-action system was developed which utilized p-nonylphenol to completely block a fully cured totpolymer. This system, heated above 170°C, produced a fully cured, flexible polyurethane foam. (Author)
Abstract:
(U) The possibility of creating a stable, efficient scatter propagation communication path below the ionosphere was investigated. This communication path would be free from interruptions due to ionospheric storms. Quite often communication by sky wave propagation is made impossible at any frequency and only ground waves and tropospheric scatter are useful for propagation beyond line-of-sight. Neither the low frequency channels, which must be resorted to for efficient ground wave transmission, nor tropospheric scatter circuits are very useful for tactical communication purposes. Both require high power, and elaborate antenna structures. Communication by tropospheric scatter is normally limited to a few hundred miles. The general approach taken in this study was suggested by Dr. William J. Thaler of the Office of Naval Research: Efficient scattering elements are to be generated and placed in the lower stratosphere within line of sight of two stations wishing to communicate. The majority of the work on this contract has centered on two important considerations; one, what will do the job of scattering, and two, how can we place the scatterers in the proper position and maintain them there. To be considered workable the scattering system must be capable of fulfilling the requirements of both considerations. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
Abstract:
(U) It is concluded that the deployment and inflation method is very easy to accomplish; definitely easier than a land operation of comparable size. The method of weigh-off allows a faster operation since the cylinders do not have to be bled to zero pressure. Also, the weigh-off assures proper lift with no possibility of gas metering errors. The method allows all of the advantages of a vertical inflation, including the freedom from launching shocks imposed by the standard platform-type operation. A remaining item of uncertainty in the deployment and inflation technique is the unknown effect of a highly disturbed sea surface. The flight revealed no adverse effects on balloon performance: behavior was typical of a land-launched skyhook balloon. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
A technique is described for studying the manner in which local bulk density of a column of powder compressed in a cylinder varies with distance from the compressing piston. Measurements were made on each of the 3 base powders (saccharin, Carbowax 6000 and Span 60). The effect of humidity on properties of the three base powders was investigated by conducting a series of tests including shear strength, disc-lifting, aerosol decay and electrostatic charge analysis on powder samples. Fourteen different deagglomerant agents were evaluated by measuring their shear strength at a compressive load of 5305 dynes/sq cm. CabO-Sil had the lowest shear strength of all the agents tested. (Author)
Abstract:
(U) Efforts were concerned with preparation, launch, tracking, monitor, cutdown and recovery of 22 balloon flights from a launching site at Hyderabad, India. The results of the flights include time versus altitude and temperature versus altitude curves for each flight along with calculations of air volume sampled. Twenty-four flights were completed. The payloads included the following: Nuclei Counter (4 flights), Small Impactor (4 flights), Sub-Micron Aerosol Collector (9 flights), Large Volume Impactor (4 flights), Indian Heavy Load Nuclear Emulsions (2 flights) and Indian High Altitude Nuclear Package (1 flight). The Sub-Micron Aerosol Collector (SMAC) along with the Indian Heavy Load Nuclear Emulsion were reflown on spare balloons because of earlier flight malfunctions to account for the total of 24 flights rather than the 22 planned. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
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Citation Format: FOIA(U2)

Accession Number:
AD0260740

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MINN

Unclassified Title:
(U) FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES OF THE DISPERSIBILITY OF POWDERED MATERIALS

Personal Author(s):
NASH,J H
LEITER,G G
ZELLER,H W

Report Date:
Abstract:
(U) A technique involving the use of a 2-in.-diam fluid energy mill was devised for blending and deagglomerating powders. A study of average bulk density as a function of plug length and compressive load was made on each of the 3 base powders (saccharin, Span 60, and Carbowax 6000). The effect of removal of adsorbed gases and vapors was investigated by disk-lifting tests on samples of the 3 base powders under normal laboratory conditions and under high vacuum conditions (0.00002 mm Hg). A technique involving stratified layers was devised for the purpose of studying powder displacement during disk-lifting tests. An improved technique for measuring shear strength of powders is described. Aerosol decay tests were made on samples of the same powders on which shear strength measurements were made. A comparison of results indicates that there is little correlation. A theoretical study was made to determine energy expended in dispersing an aerosol. Electrostatic charge analyses were made on aerosols of Span 60 and Carbowax 6000. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
Abstract:
(U) A new semiconducting crystalline compound Bi$_8$Te$_7$S$_5$, or gemilide, was prepared. The material is characterized by rhombohedral R$_3$m symmetry, a large unit cell (a is 8.3935 angstroms and c is 58.904 angstroms by hexagonal notation). It cleaves readily along the base plane (perpendicular to the c-axis) to yield mirror-like surfaces. The purity of the material is adequate to allow optical transmission measurements. The index of refraction in the infrared is around 7, decreasing linearly with the wavelength. Electrical and optical measurements on Bi$_8$Te$_7$S$_5$ are reported. Different measuring techniques have been described in detail. The Lorenz number is found to be low for this material. With an improved Seebeck coefficient gemilide might be a good thermoelectric material.

Technical Reports Collection

Citation Format: FOIA(U2)
Factors affecting the flow and dispersibility of organic powders in the 2 - 5 micron size range have been the subject of investigation of this study. The tests reported herein were conducted on samples of finely ground saccharin, Carbowax 6000 and Span 60 or on samples of these powders containing various additives. Several different types of tests were conducted including the following: bulk tensile strength tests, shear strength tests, disc-lifting tests conducted under high vacuum conditions and under laboratory conditions to study effect of removal of adsorbed vapors and gases, tests to determine energy required to disperse an aerosol and electrostatic charge analysis. (Author)
Abstract:
(U) Certain effects of gamma radiation on glucose were studied. The pH of irradiated glucose solutions was found to vary inversely with radiation dose. It was observed that solutions prepared with irradiated dry, crystalline glucose did not absorb ultraviolet radiation, whereas irradiated aqueous glucose solutions exhibit AN ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION MAXIMUM IN THE 255 TO 265 MILLIMICRONS REGION. The position of the absorption maximum and the intensity of the absorption at the maximum were shown to be dependent on the pH of the solution. The position of the maximum is higher and the intensity is greater the more basic the solution. The yield of the ultraviolet-absorbing components, as measured by intensity of the absorption peak, appeared to be directly proportional to radiation dose and inversely proportional to initial glucose concentration. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
Abstract:
(U) The individual stratospheric reversals of 1957, 1958 and 1959, and of the normals are summarized and compared. The erratic spring reversal occurs as the winter vortex is displaced from time to time by a warm high pressure cell moving from mid-latitudes to polar latitudes. Occasionally such intrusions prove temporary and the vortex returns to its polar location; at other times, a complicated cellular pattern eventually develops into a stable summer polar anticyclone. Over the western hemisphere it is suggested that easterlies first appear at highest levels near 55 60 degrees N in the early spring, then advance downward and northward in time. As the reversal process is not circumpolarly symmetric, southward progression is to be expected in the opposite hemisphere to the northward progression. The fall reversal appears to be far more regular and very rapid, starting in August near 55 degrees N and propagating upward. By mid-September all the stratosphere north of 55 degrees N has usually changed to westerly flow, only 2 - 3 wk after its start. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
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Accession Number:
AD0273068

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MINN

Unclassified Title:
(U) LARGE PASSIVE SATELLITE STUDY. VOLUME I. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS. VOLUME II. DESIGN AND PACKAGING

Report Date:
21 Feb 1961

Media Count:
1 Page(s)

Report Number(s):
2149

Contract Number:
NONR324500

Report Classification:
Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s):
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract:
(U) Contents: Passive communication satellites with directional reflection characteristics Spherical satellites Polyhedral satellites Forces on a thin
Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
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Accession Number: AD0250526
Corporate Author: GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MN
Unclassified Title: (U) THE REVERSAL OF STRATOSPHERIC WINDS OVER NORTH AMERICA IN 1959
Personal Author(s): BELMONT, ARTHUR D
Report Date: 20 Jan 1961
Media Count: 1 Page(s)
Report Number(s): 2156 SR-4 AFCRL-221
Contract Number: AF19 604 6618
Monitor Series: 221
Report Classification: Unclassified
Distribution Limitation(s): 01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
Abstract:
CONFIRMS THE PICTURE OF PRIOR YEARS. THE FALL REVERSAL OCCURS AGAIN BETWEEN THE LATTER HALF OF AUGUST AND THE FIRST HALF OF SEPTEMBER.

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified
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Accession Number:
AD0250492

Corporate Author:
GENERAL MILLS INC MINNEAPOLIS MN

Unclassified Title:
(U) THE REVERSAL OF STRATOSPHERIC WINDS OVER NORTH AMERICA IN 1958

Personal Author(s):
BELMONT, ARTHUR D

Report Date:
09 Jan 1961

Media Count:
1 Page(s)

Report Number(s):
2154
SR-3
AFCRL-220

Contract Number:
AF19 604 6618

Monitor Series:
220

Report Classification:
Unclassified

Distribution Limitation(s):
01 - APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Abstract:
(U) THE SPRING AND FALL REVERSAL OF PREVAILING STRATOSPHERIC ZONAL WIND DIRECTION DURING 1958 IS DESCRIBED AND COMPARED TO THE NORMAL PATTERN AND THE 1957 PATTERN. IN 1958 THE MAJOR CURRENTS ALONG BOTH PROFILES WERE MORE STRONGLY DEVELOPED, BOTH WITH RESPECT TO PERSISTENCY AND ZONAL COMPONENT, THAN IN THE NORMALS OR IN 1957. THE 1958 SPRING REVERSAL ALONG 80 DEG W WAS LATER THAN NORMAL AND WAS NOT QUITE
The research described was carried out to improve the field of filter sampling of stratospheric particulate contamination. Two new filter media were evaluated. Sampling systems were designed in which these filter media operate at 100% collection efficiency. Considerable information relative to the performance of centrifugal blowers at stratospheric sampling conditions was acquired. Instrumentation was designed, tested, and flown for the purpose of measuring volume flow rates in flight. Finally, two very satisfactory flights were completed in which a newly designed PR-2 flowmeter was utilized for in-flight volume determination. From the
collective results of this work recommendations have been derived which, if employed, will substantially improve the capability to correlate cumulative stratospheric continuation data of future sampling, independent of time, place or sampler employed. (Author)

Abstract Classification:
Unclassified

Abstract:
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